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A RIGHT ROYAL DO! 

 

. 

 

 

The 2012 annual Dinner & Awards ceremony was held at the King’s Arms, Meopham and 

a right royal do it was too.  An excellent evening – excellent guest of honour, a good setting, 

good food, a convivial atmosphere and reparti.  Definitely a hard act to follow.  Guest of 

honour was Andy Miles of the VC Elan who was Kent BAR in 2011 & 2012, came 2
nd

 in the 

National Vets 100, KCA 12hr champion and 4 time KCA 100m champion 2009-2012. 

 

                                         
                

Senior Evening 10    Jason Tibbs -Veterans Evening 10 

           Champion – Graham Terry    Champion and Tom Medley trophy 

 

                              
 

       Eldridge Memorial Trophy       Ladies Hill Climb winner 

        Neil Harrigan         & record holder - 

               Kate Savage 

 
(Photographs are courtesy of Mike Savage photography.  Individual copies of higher (Photographs are courtesy of Mike Savage photography.  Individual copies of higher (Photographs are courtesy of Mike Savage photography.  Individual copies of higher (Photographs are courtesy of Mike Savage photography.  Individual copies of higher 
resolution can be purchased resolution can be purchased resolution can be purchased resolution can be purchased –––– see  see  see  see www.gravesendcc.org.uk/photowww.gravesendcc.org.uk/photowww.gravesendcc.org.uk/photowww.gravesendcc.org.uk/photo gallery) gallery) gallery) gallery)    
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This & that ………………. 
 

... apologies from me but congratulations to Andy Gibson  who is the 2012 Veterans 

Champion, but not acknowledged at the Dinner/Awards ceremony.  The error 

occurred because prior to 2010 there were only 6 qualifying events and you had to 

ride 5.  Post 2010 the number of qualifying events increased but the qualifying criteria 

did change to take account of this.  Andy did ride 5 qualifying events which matched 

the criteria pre 2010, it is just not the events that were originally intended. 

 

…welcome to new members Gareth Loft and  Joe Brooks; Joe has already been out 

on several runs, hopefull we’ll see Gareth out shortly too. 

 

…result of a kind – Richard Bettaney started the Thetford 4hr mountain bike race,  

had a couple of crashes because of the mud in the first couple of laps, but packed 

when he was lying 2
nd

 because of the cold.  It was that terrible Sunday with all the 

heavy rain – the day we didn’t even start the walk. 

 

…Andy Miles sends his appreciation for the Dinner/Awards ceremony – he enjoyed 

it and thought it was a thoroughly good do.  (he’s probably trying to keep in our good 

books so we give him good times in our 10s!!!!!!! 

 

…belated thanks to Ken Dyke for his contribution to the Newsletter expenses 

 

…well done to Jason for his Club Runs efforts – the last three rides I have been on 

have had double figure membership, the best for many a long year. 

 

… I’m sure we all envy our lady hill climb champion, Kate, who will be ‘Xmasing’ 

with her David Bailey, Mike, in the Bahamas!!  Talk us through the training benefits 

Kate!! 

 

Subscriptions ……… now due 
 

First year membership  = free 

Thereafter = £15 
 

Please send money to either  

Roger Stevens, Memb Sec at 

120 Astra Drive, G’end DA124QE 

or 

Ian Stone, Treasurer at 

11 Tennyson Avenue, Cliffe Woods, 

Rochester, ME38JF 

 

 

REMEMBER 

If you are buying from Wiggle go via the  
GCC website as we get a %age 
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Chris Bramley – Evening 10 Handicap   Richard Bettaney winner of the Hinds 

   Champion     Road Race trophy (old Bill Cox trophy) 

& the S & N trophy (Brian Harper) for his 

mountain bike achievements 

 

                              
 

Dave Barclay winner of the Tom  Marlene Sangster winner of the Pym  

Taylor trophy     Hill trophy for services to the Club 

 

                                    
                                                             Mike Harrington being awarded the traditional Pyrenean 

beret and being inducted into the ‘Association of the Mature Riders of the Pyrenees’ for his ascent of 

the Tourmalet, by fellow mature grimpeur  Mike Coulter 
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GCC’s 90
th

 Birthday 
27 February 2013 

 

We will have a Committee meeting on 14
th
 Jan 2013 

in the Harden Hall, Northfleet, 8pm to decide how 

to celebrate this milestone.  All members welcome 

to attend to put forward suggestions. 

 

If you have a particular suggestion could  

you do some basic research on the logistics 

of your idea – eg cost, venue, availability in order to  

speed up the decision making. 

 

We will finally decide on the commemorative badge  

at this meeting too and how it is to be distributed. 

 

Club Runs 

 
The only word to describe these is renaissance – and what a renaissance it has been! 

For one thing I have been on the last four and on each one the number has been in 

double figures.  Not only have there been 5 new members – there are at least 7 in their 

20s!  This does make it a bit harder for those with old legs!!!  Jason is doing a sterling 

job leading and co-ordinating too although he seems to be able to find virtually every 

steep hill and, when there is wind, every exposed route, with consummate ease and 

without a hint of embarrassment! 

Routes have been, what Jason calls ‘Len’s route’ – Medway Bridge, Burham, Eccles, 

Aylesford, West Malling, Borough Green, Seal, Otford, Heaverham, Terry’s Lodge, 

Vigo, Wrotham Rd; the Istead Rise, Southfleet, Darenth, back roads of Eynesford and 

Shoreham, Otford, Eynesford, right at War Memorial then back roads to A20, Vigo 

and home; the last Sunday in the howling gale out to Grain – going out, fine but 

coming back!!  Last Sunday’s ride was cold, but still a different 12 turned up.  Staying 

on the main roads as frost free till Ightam, then back roads to Seal, Pilgrims’ Way, 

Otford, back roads to Shoreham, then Horton Kirby, Longfield Rd, Southfleet, Istead 

Rise, Nurstead, Sole St – and by then it had warmed up nicely.  40 miles in 2.45ish.  

Well done the 12. 

 

 

Len’s Walks 
 

The first Sunday of each month a gentle social perambulation of 2.5hrs/6 miles, 

ending in a suitable hostelry for convivial social interaction.  All welcome. 

 

However the last walk, to be led by Len himself, was the first to be called off because 

of the weather.  Did it rain too – the roads were literally flooded as the assembled 

company made their way to the local garden centre for coffee and croissants and the 
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convivial banter.  This was the first walk cancelled since the Walks began, back in 

2002 – 10yrs ago. 

 

December 9  Graeme Moir 10am  Boxley village, MR 775590 (between church 

and pub) 

January 6 Mike Hickie 

February 3 Mike Coulter 

March 3 Len Brown – November’s postponed walk? 

 

 
Neil Twyman writes  “I have been contacted by Mr L Merchant who is the organiser 

for the “Bike Register” product locally.   The cycle is chemically etched and a 

number stored.   This process normally retails for £16.90 but can be done via the 

local crime prevention scheme for £8.00.   Would it be advantageous if we could 

arrange for him to be available on the reliability ride – either start or finish? 

 

Any interest in this?  If sufficient interest then we could get it done at a group 

meeting, otherwise if you want to contact Neil then it’s 01474 535318 or 

neil.twyman@btopenworld.com 

 

 

     
 

 

2013 Reliability Rides 
 

The January and February reliability rides are nearly with us and could possibly be 

incorporated into the Sunday Club Runs.  At the moment these are the dates and rides 

I know of: 

Jan 6  West Kent 

Jan 13  CC Bexley 

Jan 27  Gravesend CC -  from Shorne Country Park 

Feb 17 Kentish Killer – from Brands Hatch - to late to enter but we could take 

in some of the course 

Feb 24 Hell of Ashdown – doubles as Catford CC reliability but I think it is 

full 

 

Dan Woodrow – Hill Climb champion and Kate Savage, 

lady winner and record holder. 

The Veterans Champion is Andy Gibson, by due to 

bureaucratic errors failed to appear the in Awards Role of 

Honour.  Hopefully there will be a picture of Andy with 

trophy in the next edition. 
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Tyler Hamilton – The Secret Race 
 
I have just read (courtesy of Richard Bettaney) Tyler Hamilton’s book about his pro career, 

doping and Armstrong.  First – a good read, certainly worth reading.  As many of you will 

already know I have never been an Armstrong fan – his lack of personality, lack of respect for 

European cycling and its history, his controlling and bullying traits, his hypocrisy about 

doping when all around him and his team mates were getting caught…..   are all borne out in 

Hamilton’s book but the levels to which this all went is really astonishing.  But to cap it all 

Armstrong actually contacted the UCI to ask them to check whether Hamilton, on one 

occasion, and Spanish riders, on another, were doping.  Armstong had contacted the UCI 

about Hamilton the very day he had beaten Armstrong up Ventoux; I think they were in 

different teams at this state though. 

Definitely worth a read!  (£10ish on Amazon) 

 

Gravesend Cycle Jumble 
Sunday February 10 

Meadow Rooms, Cobham 

9.30-12 
 

Tables:  Full £10 

Private outside  £7.50 

Commercial outside £10 

Entry £1 
 

Do you want a table to get rid of your old cycle jumble? 

Do you want to get rid of Xmas presents? 

Do you want to pick up some bargains – new or secondhand? 
 

Refreshments served – bacon butties, hot dogs etc 
 

Contact: Mike Coulter 01474 814475 

 

 
Remember this …….   from the last Newsletter.  I said one of our current active racing 

members was a navigator/co-driver for his brother in rally car driving?  No-one proffered any 

suggestions as to who it might be … so for the moment I’ll keep you guessing. 

 

But Mr X and his brother were overall winners and regional champions of all classes in the 

Association of S E Motor Clubs; they were the Sevenoaks Car Club rally championship and 

overall champions and in the Central-Southern area Mr X was 1st co-driver in the 2 litre class, 

his brother came 2nd by a point.  (Don’t ask how both in the same car can gain different placings – 

Mr X did explain but it is too involved to try to explain!) 

 

 
 (2010 South Downs Rally – stage 16) 
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Archive Corner: The Floating Chain   by Roger Stevensby Roger Stevensby Roger Stevensby Roger Stevens 

 
Today, multiple gearing is the norm. Ten or eleven sprockets on the rear, with two or 

three chainrings up front are routine. Even electrically operated if you are mega-rich! 
 

Experiments to develop multiple gearing started around 100 years ago, so the idea is 

not new. Naturally, there were many bold but unsuccessful ideas thrown up. Here is 

one I found interesting  --  it was called  ‘THE FLOATING CHAIN.’ 
 

This system had no derailleur mechanism. The front chainring was a triple [this was 

on a system being developed from around 1912!] and the rear wheel had a double 

sided hub, giving two sets of 3-speed gears. With no derailleur you changed down at 

the chainwheel by kicking the chain with your foot. Changing up was really 

interesting  --  you leant forward and lifted the chain onto the bigger ring with your 

fingers. The more sophisticated approach was to use a stick with a wire hook on the 

end. No doubt considered a ‘wimpish’ option, but it did save your finger tips. 

Interestingly, there was no mechanism to take up chain slack. Contemporary pictures 

show a loop of slack chain hanging down. Presumably, it didn’t come off [too often!] 

 

See pictures below of its application  : 

 

 

               
 

 

 

This system was a French invention described in some detail by Vernon Blake in 

1919. 

 

(These notes are based on an article by Steve Griffith of the V-CC, whom I am pleased to 

thank and acknowledge.) 
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FOR SALE 
 

Steve Hunter offers his custom carbon hand build TT bike, only 18 
months old, excluding wheels, pedals and bottle cage. Weighing in at 

a measly 5kgs (11lbs) without wheels: only £950. 

 

It is fitted with Shimano Ultegra (silver grey) kit, Tekto Brakes and 

Durace index shifters. 53/39 Crank with ceramic Velotech bottom 

bearings. 

 

 

 
 

Contact Steve on 01474 812870, 07730430371 or steve.hunter2d@btopenworld.com 

asap if you are interested as he is off to New Zealand early in January. 

 

 

Reg Smith is the contact (01474 833434) for a large array of cycling equipment for 

a friend who unexpectedly and suddenly died.  Apart from what is itemised below 

there is a large number of Campag tools and spares, Minory wheel jig, touring 

equipment – saddlebags etc, some of which is brand new, odd wheels, Campag 10spd 

chainsets and brackets.  There is considerable amount, but listing all items 

individually would take considerable time and space.  If you need something ring Reg 

to ask – it may be there!  If you are interested ring Reg to ‘discuss’ prices or make an 

offer 

 

Lightspeed titanium 21/22” with Campag Chorus 11spd Ultra, Campag Proton wheels 

  bike used once        £1500 

 

Omega touring bike, 22”,  titanium, Campag triple…….good cond   £550 

 

Cinelli frame, 24” SLX tubing, red chrome ends ……..  good cond     £80 

 

Wheels – Mavic Cosmo, 10spd, blue, with tyres ……… as new   £100 

 

Wheels – Mavic hubs, Open Pro rims  ………………..   brand new   £100 

 

Bike Box, hard shell, Elite,  …………………….        used once     £80 
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THE APPLIACE OF CYCLE SCIENCE by Don Bardoeby Don Bardoeby Don Bardoeby Don Bardoe    
  
Cribbing from this autumn’s issue of the Kent Vets News the following cycling 

innovations are about to be on sale at your favourite cycle shop or perhaps via the 

‘net’ - Campagnolo electronic gears and Garmin’s new innovative power measuring 

pedals. 

 

These pedals have integral strain gauges and can measure the instantaneous thrust 

passing through each pedal to produce a net power output as well masses of data on 

pedalling action and efficiency compatible with the Garmin Edge 500 - for only 

£1149...  Other cycle innovations in the pipe-line include bike tyres that could soften 

and thicken depending on the terrain...  and spray on clothing could be coming along 

also.  There is a newly developed laser beam timing system already in use at the 

Manchester Velodrome that can time and identify riders to within one millionth of a 

second. 

 

STACK ME! Who other than the professional teams or riders, national teams and 

professional ‘amateurs’ can or could afford or even need any of the above essential 

cycling innovations?   

 

During the recent Olympics much was made by those commenting on the track 

cycling at least, about the ‘Secret Squirrel Club’, a code name for, among others, 

Chris Boardman, a proven Olympic Champion among other cycling honours, about all 

the innovations being used by the Great Britain Team.  These innovations include 

special bikes for different track events for each rider. And ‘special’ skin suits used 

only once costing in the range of £5-£8,000. 

 

All of this is way and above the pockets of the average club rider and is taking 

competitive cycling beyond the reach of most, making it an elitist sport.  It also in my 

opinion takes the sport out of cycling, leaving nothing to chance and no such thing as 

an ‘accident’     

 

When I joined the Gravesend Cycling Club a short 53 years ago I stared in wonder at 

Roger Wilkings bike with the stop-watch clipped to the handle bars; to me back then 

that really was an innovation!  About that time the really old members in the club, 

aged from anything above 25 to 35, that had been in the services and were married 

with families, and now past it in my mind to race anymore and useful only as 

marshals, timekeepers and promoters, were shaking their heads and wagging their 

fingers at those of us who had temerity to use derailleur gears for both time trials and 

hill climbs! 

 

From WW2 and used in aircraft, 531 double butted tubing had replaced the old 

‘scaffold tubing’ that had been in use previously.  There was a slow and natural 

progression in cycle components from steel bars/stems/ seat pins/pedals and chain 

rings.  As stated all these advancements seem to me at least to be a natural progression 

in cycle design as lighter and stronger materials are discovered and developed. 

 

The stop watch was eventually superseded by the cycle computer which was 

originally for the purpose of recording time and distance, then along came the heart 

monitor, something else to worry and become paranoid about! 
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However the latest versions give the following information, heart rate, cadence, speed, 

distance, time, power and if you have a device to produce it, elevation by % and 

height, total distances and ascents, and if that’s not already blown your brain up, max 

and average readings, plus it’s also a GPS, recording your ride by mapping it! 

 

Again it’s only my opinion but somebody somewhere is making an awful lot of 

money making and selling to the average club rider things they don’t really need, but 

think they do, causing them to raid their pension funds, re-mortgage their homes or 

take out equity release! 

From Germany soon disc brakes will be on the way, from Britain a air-bag attached to 

the cycle helmet to prevent the rider breaking his or hers neck, what’s next Dyson 

inventing the spokeless wheel!!!!!!  And perhaps a handle bar mounted camera to 

record your ride so you can iron out your bike handling and the like. 

 

I wonder to myself that if a club rider say, spent about £25.000 plus on all the 

equipment listed above in an effort to go faster...that if there was no improvement in 

overall performance, could they then in these days of being able to use a ‘Claim for 

Anything and Everything’ company, sue the cycle shop owner who they bought the 

cycle equipment from?  After all somebody must take the blame. 

 

(Ed:  you old cynic, you!!  No irony in the  last three  lines of the 6
th

 paragraph!? 

Keep writing Don – make sure you keep that quill sharpened. Computers and 

keyboarads?  Nope;  they’ll never catch on!) 

 

 

 
                                                                                  

                        

Cups,  trophies and medals 

awaiting collection 

Guests, members, wives and 

partners listening to Andy 

Miles talk about his cycling 

achievements. 
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Gravesend CC 2013 Racing Programme 
(Draft/proposed programme) 

 
-March  16 Sat GCC 10 Q10/24 1400 (road bikes) 

  23 Sun GCC  10 Q10/24 1100 (road bikes) 

  

April   7 Sun KCA (Ch-Eldridge) 25    Q25/8 0700   
  9 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1830 

 16 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1900 

 21 Sun Sydenham (Ch) 25 Q25/8  0700  
 23 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1900 

 30 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1900 

  

May   5 Sun Wigmore (Ch) 25 Q25/8  0630   

  7 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1900 

14 Tues  GCC  10 Q10/24 1900 

21 Tues  GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

28 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

 

June   2 Sun KCA (Ch) 50 Q50/11 0600   
  4 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

 11 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

16 Sun KCA (Ch) 100 Q100  0600 
18 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

 25 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

 

July   2 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

   9 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

 14 Sun Gravesend   25 Q25/8  0630 

16 Tues     GCC  10 Q10/24            1915 

21 Sun VTTA  50 Q50/11 0630 
23 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

28 Sun De Laune (Ch) 25 Q25/8  0630    
 30 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

 

August  7 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

 11 Sun KCA (Ch) 50 Q50/1  0630 
14 Tues  GCC  10 Q10/24 1915 

18 Sun VTTA  25 Q25/12 0630 
 21 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1845 

 28 Tues GCC  10 Q10/24 1845 

 

Sept 7 Sat GCC  10 Q10/24 1400 

 15 Sun KCA (Ch) 25 Q25/10 0730 

 

October 6     Sun GCC(Snr Ch) 10 QHC/1 1100 

 
 

(For details of criteria for winning Championships se next Newsletter) 
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South East Open & Association Events 2013 

 
Jan  1 Southboro & Dist Whs  10 Q10/10  1000 £8 

   

March   9 VTTA    10 Q10/22  0730   8 

 10 KCA  3 upTTT   25 Q25.12  0700  24 

 23 Southboro & Dist  10 Q10/33  1430   8 

 24 V C Elan Hilly   22 QS/7  0900   8 

 

April   1 Thanet RC (2 up TT)  9.5 QS/3  0830  16 

   7 KCA    25 Q25/8  0700   8 

 13 West Kent    10 Q10/22  0730   8 

 20 Catford    10 Q10/19  0620   8 

 21 Sydenham   25 Q25/8  0700   8 

 28 KCA    10 Q10/22  0730   8 

 

May   5 Wigmore   25 Q25/8  0630   8 

 11 Bexley    10 Q10/24  1500   8 

 12 VTTA    30 Q30/2  0630   8 

 19 San Fairy Ann   50 Q50/1  0600 10 

 

June   1 De Laune   10 Q10/24  1500   8 

   2 KCA    50 Q50/11  0600   8 

   6 VC Elan   10 Q10/30  1900   8 

   8 Sevenoaks Tri   10 Q10/22  0730   8 

   9 VC Elan   25 Q25/8  0630   8 

 13 VC Elan   10 Q10/30  1900   8 

 16 KCA    100 Q100  0630   8 

 20 VC Elan   10 Q10/30  1900   8 

 22 Thanet RC   10 Q10/42  1500   8 

 23 VTTA    25 Q25/8  0630   8 

 27 VC Elan   10 Q10/30  1900   8 

 29 San Fairy Ann   10 Q10/22  0730  10 

 30 Thanet RC   25 Q25/10  0630   8 

 

July  6 KCA    10 Q10/42  1500   8 

 7 VTTA    10 Q10/30  0630   8 

 14 Gravesend CC   25 Q25/8  0630   8 

 21 VTTA    50 Q50/11  0630   8 

 28 De Laune CC   25 Q25/8  0630   8 

 

August  3 VTTA    10 Q10/22  0730   8 

 11 KCA    50 Q50/1  0630   8 

 18 VTTA    25 Q25/12  0630   8 

 

Sept   1 KCA    12hr Q12  0630  12 

   8 Catford Cc   25 Q25/8  0700   8 

 15 KCA    25 Q25/10  0730   8 

 22 West Kent RC (GP Gents) 25 Q25/20  0730  16 

 

Oct   5 GS Avanti   H/C QHC/1  1100   8 

   6 Wigmore CC   H/C QHC/11 1030   8 

 13 VTTA    15 Q15/20  0800  16 
       


